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KSASNT, the Kuwait Section of American Society For Non Destructive Testing Inc., organized their II nd technical presentation in the current program year (July 2012 to June 2013) on 26-December-2012 in M/s Almeer Technical Services, Ahmadi, Kuwait on **Overview on SNT-TC-1A (2011)** delivered by Eng Farukh Nasim, one of the valued NDT Professional. Mr. Vaidyanathan anchored the meeting. Mr. S. Murugan introduced about the speaker to the audience.

The presentation emphasized the changes in the latest edition with respect to earlier edition. Further, he discussed about various aspect of SNT-TC-1A that are to be critically analyzed while preparing written practice as well as while training and certification of NDT personnel.

The program was sponsored by KSASNT and about 30 professionals attended the meeting. As a token of appreciation memento was presented to the speaker Mr. Eng Farukh Nasim by Mr.Nayef Al Enezi (Chairman- KSASNT). Mr. Anbalagan proposed the vote of thanks and appreciated the speaker’s effort to deliver the presentation in comprehensive and interactive manner.

Then, the section committee members attended the monthly meeting under the chairmanship of Mr.Nayef Al Enezi and he stressed about need to continue with the same spirit to keep up the objective of KSASNT.

Mr. Abdul Wahab Al – Ahmad, Vice- Chairman, KSASNT, thanked the members for their active role during the current program year and informed the need to involve top mananagemen of from various oil and gas industries in order to get sponsorships for various events. In this process, he further informed that a delegation from KSASNT will soon meet the top management of Kuwait Oil Company to appraise about KSASNT objective and their activities in order to garner their support.

Mr. Salah Shadad, Secretary, KSASNT, stressed the need to appraise about awareness on NDT among all the top management of oil and gas industries in order to realize at most support from the management.

The attendees further approved the proposed revision to the KSASNT section committee for the current program year in view of the vacancies created due to Mr. N.H.Reddy leaving Kuwait and few members request to get relieved from the section committee.

Mr. Renu Anbalagan, Editorial Committee chairman confirmed that the first newsletter of KSASNT is ready for issue in all respects and will be released during the forthcoming event.